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A parenthesis language is a context-free language possessing a
grammar in which each application of a production introduces a
unique pair of parentheses, delimiting the scope of that production. 
Parenthesis languages are nontrivial since only one kind of paren- 
thesis is used. In this paper it is shown that algorithms exist to 
determine if a context-free language is a parenthesis language, or ff 
it is equal to the language defined by a given parenthesis grammar. A
possible merit of these results lies in the fact that parenthesis lan- 
guages are the most general class of languages for which such prob- 
lems are now known to be solvable; in fact, other problems which 
are  very similar to the one solved here are known to be recursively 
unsolvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1V~cNaughton (1967) has defined a special type of context-free gram- 
mer called a parenthesis grammar and he has shown it is possible to 
determine if two parenthesis grammars generate the same language. 
He also has raised the question whether or not it is possible to decide 
if a given context-free language is a parenthesis language. An affirmative 
answer to this question is given below, in connection with some tech- 
niques for manipulating context-free grammars which may be of inde- 
pendent interest. A new proof of McNaughton's theorem is also given. 
Let us define a context-free grammar 9 as a quadruple (Z, V, $, (P), 
where the "vocabulary" V is a finite set of letters; the "terminal alpha- 
bet" Z is a subset of V; the "start set" $ is a finite subset of V* (where 
V* as usual denotes the set of all strings on V); and the "production 
set" (P, a finite set of relations of the form A ---) 0 where A is in the set 
of "nonterminal symbols" N = V -- ~, and where O is in V*. For any 
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by NSF grant GP-3909. 
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strings a, ~ in V* we write a A ~ ~ a 0 ~, if A --~. 0 is a production in 6). 
The transitive completion of this relation is denoted -~.+, so that ~ -~+ 
means there exist strings ~0, ~1, • • • , ~ such that ~ = ~0, ~" -~ ~+~ 
for 0 _-< j ~ n, and ~, = ~b, and n = 1. The same relation with n => 0 
is denoted by --~*, so that  ~ --~..* ¢~ if and only if ~ --*+ ¢~ or ~ = ~. The 
language L (9)  defined by grammar 9 is the set 
._..~* {0 in ~* [ z 0 for some ~ in S}. (1) 
Two grammars 9, 9' are called equivalent if L (9) = L (9 ) .  
For the purposes of this paper we will always assume the terminal 
alphabet ~ contains two distinguished characters (and) .  We write 
T = ~ - {(,)} to stand for the other letters of the terminal alphabet, 
and U -~ V -- {(,)} to stand for the other letters of the vocabulary. 
The context-free grammar 9 is a parenthesis grammar if 8 is a subset 
of U*, i.e. 8 contains no parenthesis symbols, and if all productions have 
the form A --~ (0  where 0 is in U*. A set of strings L __c ~* is called a 
parenthesis language if L = L (9  ) for some parenthesis grammar 9. 
This definition is not identical to the one given by McNanghton, 
but it is easy to verify that L is a parenthesis language in our sense if 
and only if (L) is a parenthesis language in McNaughton's ense. Our 
definition has the slight advantage that parenthesis languages are 
closed under concatenation. 
Our goal is to find a method to take an arbitrary context-free grammar 
and to determine whether or not there is an equivalent parenthesis 
grammar 9'. Throughout the constructions below we will assume no 
useless nonterminal symbols are present in the grammars we deal with. 
A nonterminal symbol A is called useless if it has no influence on L(9) ,  
__>g¢ ___>* i.e. unless there exist ~ in $ and a,0,¢o in ~* such that ~ aA~ aO~. 
Well-known methods exist to recognize and remove all useless nontermi- 
nals from a grammar. 
In the discussion below we generally let upper ease letters A, B, -- -  
stand for nontermin~ls; lower case letters a, b, . . .  for elements of T; 
lower case letters x, y, for elements of V; and lower ease Greek letters 
for strings. The symbol e denotes the empty string. The statement "c~ 
is an initial substring of 0" means there exists a string oJ such that a~ = 0. 
The notation [ 0 [ stands for the length of 0, so that [ e [ = 0 and [ Ox [ = 
I S l+L  
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2. PARENTHESIS STRUCTURE 
For any 0 i,n ~* we define the functions "content" c(O) and "defi- 
ciency" d (0) as fo]lows: 
I-t-l, ifx =(  ~0, ifx =(  
c(x) =~ o, i fx  6 T d(x) = lO ' i fx  6 T (2) 
L --1, i fx  =)  1, i fx  =)  
c(e) = d(e) = O, c(Ox) = c(O) + c(x), d(Ox) = max (d(0), d(x) - 
e(O)). I t  follows that for all 0,~ we have 
c(O~) = c(O) ~- c(~); d(O~) = max (d(O), d(~) -- c(O)). (3) 
The value c(0) is clearly the excess of left parentheses over right paren- 
theses in 0, and d(O) is the greatest deficiency of left parentheses from 
right parentheses in any initial substring of 0. We say 0 is balanced if 
e(o)  = d(O)  = O. 
The left and right parentheses in the string a(0)~o are said to match 
if 0 is balanced. The left parenthesis n the string a(0 is said to be free 
if d(O) = 0. The right parenthesis in the string 0)o~ is said to be free 
if c(O) <= 0 and d(O) = -c(O).  I t  follows that every parenthesis in a 
string is either free or has a unique mate, i.e., all non-free parentheses 
can be classified into matching pairs in a unique way. This corresponds 
to the familiar rules for parenthesis grouping, and we see that balanced 
strings are precisely those strings whose parentheses all have mates in 
the conventional sense. Moreover we have the general situation given 
in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. I f  ~ is any string on ~, ~ can be written uniquely in the form 
= ~0)~1) . . .  )~(~+1(  . . .  (~q,  (4 )  
where 0 <-__ p <= q and each ~i is balanced. Moreover, the p right parentheses 
and the q - p left parentheses indicated in (4) are precisely the free paren- 
theses of ~, and 
p = d(~), q -- p = c(p) -Jr- d(q~). (5) 
Proof. Although this lemma is intuitively clear it may be worthwhile 
to indicate a formal proof. Let us use induction on ] ~ ] . 
Case 1. ~ is balanced. Then all parentheses within q~ have mates 
and there are no free parentheses. For example if ~ has the form a(0 
it follows that e(a) ~ 0 and c(O) = e(f)  -- e(~) -- 1 < 0; hence the 
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left parenthesis i  not free and 0 contains a shortest initial substring 
0' for which c(O') ~ O. Clearly 0' has the form 0 't) where 0" is balanced. 
A dual argument shows each right parenthesis within ~ has a mate. 
Hence in any representation such as (4) the parentheses shown are 
precisely the free parentheses when ~0, • • • , ~q are balanced; and this 
proves there is at most one such representation for any string ~. When 
is balanced the only possibility is ~ = ~0. 
Case 2. c(~) > O, d(~) = O. Let ~o be the longest initial substring 
of ~ for which c(~) = 0; then clearly ~ has the form ~0(~ where ~0 is 
balanced, c(~') = e(~) -- 1, and d(~') = 0. By induction the lemma 
! 
holds for ~,  so it holds also for ~. 
Case 3. d(~) > 0. Let ~b be the shortest initial substring of ~ for 
which c(¢J) ~ 0. Then ¢~ has the form ~0) where ~0 is balanced; and 
= ~0)~ t where c(~') = e(~) + 1, d(~ t) = d(~) -- 1. By induction 
the lemma holds for ~. 
Together with the concept of matching parentheses we have a relation 
of associate symbols: The symbols x, y in the string a x 0 y ~ are called 
associates if Oy is balanced. The relation of being associates breaks any 
string into equivalence classes; for example in the string ab(le(2d)3Ce)sf)~g 
the sets of associates are {a, b, )8, g}, {(1, c,)3 ,)5 ,f}, {(2, d}, {(4, e)}. 
Here subscripts have been used to distinguish between appearances of
parentheses. 
LEMMA 2. I f  ~ is a nonempty string with c(~) = O, the string ~ con- 
tains a set of at least n associate symbols. 
Proof. By lemma 1, we can write ¢ as ~t~ where t is nonempty, 
tt I n c(~ t) = -d (~) ,  c(~ 't) = d(~), and ~ is balanced. Now ~ = 
t / t! I \  ~--i II ~ ~ ~ ~ , and the final characters of each ~' in this formula are 
associates. 
A language L ___ ~* is said to be balanced if every string in L is bal- 
anced. It is said to have bounded associates if there exists a constant m~ 
such that if 0 is in L and if x is a symbol of 0 then x has at most m0 asso- 
ciates in 0. 
LEMM~ 3. Let ~ = (Z, V, 8, ~) be a parenthesis grammar. Then L(~) 
is balanced and has bounded associates. 
Proof. Extend the above definitions from Z to V by defining c(A) = 
d(A ) = 0 for A in N. Suppose --~ ¢ where e is balanced and no symbol 
of ~ has more than m associates. Then ~ = ~A~ and ~ -- a(0)~ where 
0 is in U*. It  follows that ~ is balanced. Moreover, two symbols of 
are associates if and only if they are associates in ~, or if one is the ) and 
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the other is associated with A in +, or if they are both part of (0. Hence 
no symbol of + has more than max (m, I 01 9- 1) associates. 
Consider now the relation ~ ---~* 0 for z in g. By induction on the length 
of the derivation, namely the number of --~ steps implied by --~*, 
we see that 0 is balanced and its symbols have at most mo = 1 + 
max { I 0 I I 0 E 8 or there is a production A --* (0) in (P} associates. 
We shall eventually show that the converse of lemma 3 is true: Any 
context-free language which is balanced and has bounded associates 
must be a parenthesis language. First let us investigate balanced lan- 
guages more closely. 
LmIMA 4. Let ~ = (~, V, 8, (P) be a context-free grammar for which 
L( ~ ) is balanced. For each nonterminal A there exist numbers c( A ), d( A ) 
which can be found effectively from 9, such that i rA -->* 0 C 2" then e( O) = 
c(A) and d(O) <= d(A).  
Proof. By our standard assumption, A is not useless, so we can find 
in ~ and a, ~, ~0 in ~* such that ~ --+* m4~o ---~* a ~ co. Let c( A ) = c(~) 
and d(A) = c(a). Then if A --+* 0 we have z --~* aOo~; so 
e(~) + c(O) + c(~) = c(~o~) = 0 = e(~)  = c(~) + c(~) + c(~), 
and c(0) = c(A). Also d(0) - c(a) < d(a0~) = 0 so d(0) =< d(A).  
T~tEORE~I 1. I f  ~ = (~, V, $, @) is a context-free grammar, there is an 
effective algorithm which determines whether or not L(~) is balanced. 
Proof. Use the construction in the proof of the preceding lemma to 
define c(A) and d(A) for each nonterminal A. For each of the finitely 
many functions dl such that 0 _-< d1(A) <= d(A),  all A C N, and d~(x) = 
d(x), M1 x C 2, attempt o verify the following facts: 
(i) e(z) = d~(z) = 0 for all z C 8. 
(ii) c(A) = e(O) for all productions A --~ 0. 
(iii) dl(A) >= dl(O) for all productions A --~ 0 (using formula (3) 
to calculate d1(0)). 
If there is some choice of d~ for which these three conditions hold, then 
by an induction argument such as in the first part of the proof of lemma 
3, L(~) is balanced. Conversely if L(~) is balanced, there will exist 
such a choice of dl, namely dl(A) = max {d(~) [ A -+* ~ C ~*}. For 
this d~, condition (iii) must hold, since there exists 0' E 2" for which 
t? --** 0' and d~(O) = d~(O'). 
The result of lemma 4 can be further refined. Let us say a grammar 
is completely qualified if, for each A ff N, there are numbers c(A),  d(A) 
for which c(O) = c(A), d(O) = d(A),  whenever A -+* 0 E ~*. 
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LEMMA 5. Let 9 = (~, V, $, 5 )) be a context-free grammar for which 
L(  g) is balanced. It is possible to construct a completely qualified grammar 
9~ = (Z, V p, $~, @t) which is equivalent to 9. 
Proof. Let c(A), d(A)  be defined for all A as in lemma 4. Let V' = 
U:{[A , j ] ]0  <= j < d(A) ,  A 6 N}. Define r (A)  = {[A , j ] [0  < 
j = d(A)}, and r(x) = {x} fo rx  6 ~. Extend r to V* by defining 
r (x lx2 . . .x~)  = {Y lY2""Y ,  I Yk 6 r(xk), 1 <= l~ <= n} c_ V'*. Also 
define c([A,j]) = c(A), d([A,j]) = j. Then Eq. (3) can be used to 
define c(O) and d(O) for all 0 6 V'*. The grammar 9' is now defined as 
follows: 
s' = U{. (~)  I~ in s}, 
~" = {[A , j ] - - *~ld(~)  = j ,  ~ E r(O), A -+O E re}. 
I t  is obvious that L(~') _ L(~),  since any derivation in 9' can be 
"mapped into" a derivation in ~ by replacing [A, j] by A. And it is easy 
to show, by induction on the length of derivation, that if 0 -+* 9 6 ~* 
in g there is some 0' in r(0) for which O' --~* q, in 9'. Hence L(~) c L(~') .  
Furthermore any terminal string descended from [A, j] in 9' has defi- 
ciency j, so it is clear that 9' is completely qualified. 
At this point it is tempting to conjecture that if L is a balanced, con- 
text-free language, then L possesses a balanced grammar, i.e. a completely 
qualified grammar such that c(A) = d(A)  = 0 for all A 6 N. However, 
we have the following counterexample: 
TEEORE~ 2. The balanced language L0 -- {a~(b ~) in => 0} cannot be 
defined by a balanced grammar. 
Proof. Suppose ~ = (~, V, g, (P) is a balanced grammar with a(9) = 
L0. Every nonterminal A belongs to one of two disjoint classes: 
Class 1. A ~.* 0 6 ~* implies that 0 contains precisely one occur- 
rence of each of ( and ). 
Class 2. A -+* 0 6 Z* implies that 0 contains no occurrences of 
parentheses. 
This follows from the facts that c(O) must equal 0 and that each string 
of L0 has just one pair of parentheses. Add a new nonterminal symbol S 
and add the productions S --+ ~ for all ~ 6 S, then replace $ by {S}. 
Then S is of class 1, so we see there must be a production where we 
switch to class 2, i.e. a production of the form 
A -> ,~(0,~, 
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where A is of class 1 and all nonterminals in aOo~ are of class 2, and where 
0 --~* b n for infinitely many n. This dearly is a contradiction. 
3. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
The example in theorem 2 shows how difficult it is in general to obtain 
a balanced grammar for a balanced language. But if we add another 
hypothesis, such a transformation can always be carried out, as shown 
in theorem 3 below. 
Before considering the general construction of transformations, let 
us consider first the elementary operations which are involved. It  is 
obvious that the following well-known transformations to a grammar 
do not change the language defined by that grammar: 
TRANSFORMATION 1. Add a new nonterminal symbol X to the vocabu- 
lary; change a production A ----> c~,y to the production A ~ c~X% for some 
A,  ~, ~, "y; and add the production X --*. ~. 
T~ANSFORMATION 2. Let A be a nonterminal symbol and let p(A ) = 
{OIA ~ OC 6)}. Define p(x) = {x} for all xC  V - {A}, and 
o(xl . . .x~)  = {Yl " "Yn  l Yk C p(x~), 1 <= I¢ <= n}. Then change g 
top(g) = {~' [ J  C p(@, some c~ ~ g}, and change 5) to 6 ~' = 
{B --+ 0' I 0' E p(0), some 0 such that B -+ 0 C 6)}. 
In essence, transformation 1 adds one step to a derivation each time 
the production A --~ ~,  is applied. Transformation 2 takes a shortcut 
by removing derivation steps when A is involved. Notice that if the non- 
terminal symbol A does not appear on the righthand side of any produc- 
tion A --~ 0 then transformation 2 makes A become "useless"; we will 
make use of this fact to remove A from the grammar. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 = (~, V, 6, 6 )) be a context-free grammar for which 
L ( ~ ) is balanced and has bounded associates. Then it is possible to construct 
an equivalent balanced grammar effectively from ~. 
Proof. We may assume from lemma 5 that ~ is completely qualified. 
We may also assume that 9 is not "circular", i.e. the relation A --~+ A 
does not hold for any nonterminal A ; there are well-known methods for 
removing circularity, basically by defining A --= B if A --~+ B --~+ A and 
by replacing each equivalence class by a single symbol. 
Consider now a typical production 
A --~ xlx~ . . .x~,  (6) 
in a completely qualified grammar. We may form a "parenthesis mage" 
of the string x~x: . . .x~ by replacing each symbol xj by a sequence of 
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d(xj) right parentheses followed by c(x~) + d(xj) left parentheses; the 
result is a set of parentheses which has d(A) free right parentheses and 
c(A) + d(A) free left parentheses. (See lemma 1; note that c(xj) --[- 
d(x~) cannot be negative, since each x~- represents at least one string of 
~*.) 
For example suppose we have the following values of the c and d 
functions: 
x c(x) d(x) 
A - - f  4 
B --1 2 
C 2 3 
( 1 0 
) --1 1 
a, b 0 0 
If we have the production 
A---+ ) b B(  aC  A Bb  (7) 
the parenthesis mage is 
))))((( -~ ) ))( ( )))((((( ))))((( ))(, 
and this has 4 free right parentheses and 3 free left parentheses on both 
sides of the production. We may now abstract (7), so that only the posi- 
tions of free parentheses are shown, as follows: 
[A) 1][A)2][A)3][A)4][A (1][A (2][A (3] (8) 
----) ) [B)I][B)2][C)3][C(1][A(1][B(1]. 
Here [A)I] denotes the first free right parenthesis of A, [A)2] is the 
second, etc. Thus, the second free left parenthesis of any terminal string 
derived from the righthand side of (7) must be the first free left pa- 
renthesis of the string derived from the leftmost B. 
Now for any completely qualified grammar 9, consider the directed 
graph ~ defined in the following way. The vertices of ~ are all the sym- 
bols [A)u], [A(v] where A is a nonterminal symbol and 1 ~ u <-_ d(A), 
1 < v <= c(A) --[- d(A). For each production (6) we include at most 
c(A) -[- 2d(A) directed arcs in :D, one for each free parenthesis that does 
not correspond to an actual parenthesis n the parenthesis mage of the 
right side. From production (7), for example, we would include arcs 
from [A)2] to [B)I], [/t)3] to [B)2], [A)4] to [C)3], .--, [A(3] to [B(1]. 
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(Compare with (8); no are is drawn from [A)I] since it corresponds to 
a real right parenthesis on the right of (8).) 
The important property of :9 is that it contains no oriented cycles (no 
paths from a vertex to itself) when g is not circular and when L(9) has 
bounded associates. To prove this property, suppose there is a path in 
:9 from [A)u] to [A)u] for some A and u. By the definition of :D this is 
equivalent to saying there are strings a, ~ in Z* for which A -++ aA~, 
where the u-th free right parenthesis in the parenthesis mage of aA~ 
is the u-th free right parenthesis coming from the A. It follows that 
c(a) = 0, since by lemma 1 the u-th free right parenthesis in any string 
is preceded by a string e' with c(e') = 1 -- u. We also have c(A) -= 
c(a) -[- c(A) ~- c(~), hence c(~) = 0. ~Tow by assumption 9 is not 
circular, so a and ~ are not both empty. Also A -~+ a~A~ nfor all n > 0, 
and since A is not useless there are strings aI, 0, J such that a'a~O ~'  
is in L(9) for all n > 0. By lemma 2 this contradicts he assumption that 
L(9) has bounded associates. A dual argument shows there is no path in 
:9 from [A(v] to [A(v] for any A and v. 
The directed graph :9 is empty (i.e. has no vertices) if and only if ~ is 
a balanced grammar. Therefore the rest of the proof consists of showing, 
when :9 is not empty, that an equivalent grammar can be constructed 
whose corresponding graph is empty. 
If :9 is not empty, then since there are no cycles there must be at least 
one "sink" vertex, i.e. a vertex from which no arcs lead outward. Let 
[A)u] be such a vertex; a dual argument will apply to a vertex [A(v]. 
By the definition of :9, the set of all productions whose left-hand side is 
A can be written in the form 
A -~ h)~ 
A -+ ~)~ (9) 
where 
d(~)  = --c(~i) = u - -  l , c ( , j )  = e(A) -bu, d(,~) = d(A)  - -u ,  (10) 
for1 _-<j =< n. 
We can apply transformation 1 to form a new grammar 9~ equivalent 
to 9, replacing (9) by the productions 
A --~X~)Yj ,  X j - -~ j ,  Yj---> ~,  1 <-_j <__ n (11) 
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where the Xj and Yj are new nonterminal symbols. By (10), g' is a fully 
qualified grammar. Now form another equivalent grammar 9" by apply- 
ing transformation 2 to the nonterminal A, and deleting A. g" is now a 
fully qualified grammar equivalent to 9. 
• This construction g --~ 9' ~ 9" has a corresponding effect on the 
directed graphs ~ --* ~'  --~ ~ ' .  In order to study ~)' and ~'~ it is conven- 
ient to introduce the following equivalence relation on the vertices of 
U ~":  For 1 =< j = n, let [A)k] ----- [X~.)k], for 1 ~ k < u; [A)u + k] = 
[Ys)k], fo r l  < /c < d(A) - u; [A(/c] -- [Yj(k] for 1 < k < c(A) + 
el(A). This definition can be completed to a definition of equivalence 
between the vertices of all digraphs later derived from D,t. It is now easy 
to :see that the directed graph ~D" is like ~D with the following changes: 
(1)  The vertices [X~.)/c], [Yj)/c], [Y~.(k] just mentioned are added. (2) 
The arcs which came from a vertex [A)/c] or [A(k] in ~3 now are shifted 
so they emanate from an equivMent vertex in ~D". (3) The arcs which 
were directed into a vertex [A )k],/c # u, or into a vertex [A (k] in ~ now 
become n arcs directed into the n new equivalent vertices. (4) The arcs 
which were directed into [A)u] in D are deleted. (5) The vertices [A)k] 
and [A (k] are deleted. 
Tile transition from 9 to 9tP not only tends to increase the size of the 
grammar 9, it Mso can increase the number of arcs and vertices in ~3. 
Therefore it is perhaps hard to believe that this process can be iterated 
until D loses all its vertices and arcs. But that is exactly what will hap- 
pen, if the  transformations are applied systematically. For let us con- 
sider the equivalence relation between vertices just defined, and let D0 
be the directed graph whose vertices are equivalence classes of vertices 
of ~, and whose arcs go from class V to class V' if and only if there is at 
least one arc in ~0 from a vertex of class V to a vertex of class V ~. Then 
~)0 tt is equal to ~D0 ; except when the class containing [A)u] had only one 
element in ~D, this class and the arcs leading to it are not present in ~0". 
If the class containing [A)u] has more than one element, we can repeat 
the construction on vertices of this class until it disappears from ~00. 
(Note that [A)u] is never equivalent to [A)/c] for ]c # u, so the construc- 
tion must decrease the size of the equivalence class we are currently 
working on.) Therefore it is possible to use induction on the number of 
vertices in ~0, and the process ultimately terminates with a balanced 
grammar. 
Since the construction in the proof of theorem 3 is rather involved, 
it may be of interest o work a nontriviM example here. Consider the 
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grammar 9 with Z = {(, ), a, b, c, d, e}, V = ~ (J {A, B}, $ = {B))}, and 
productions 
A ~ Ba, A ---+ (bB), A ---+ (c(, 
B --~ (dA))(0, B -+ (B)))(Ae). 





First we eliminate the only "sink" vertex, [B (1]: 
s = IBl l (B~:)) ,  B:~(B~))} 
6' = {A ~ B~I(BI2a, A ~ B2~(B22a, A ~ (bB~I(B~), A ---> (bB21(B22), 
A ---> (c(, B~ ~ E, BI2 --~ dA))(O, 
B21 --) (B~(B~2))), B21 - -~  (B21(B22))), B22 ---> Ae)}. 
The construction can be simplified if we use transformation 2 to remove 
all new nonterminals X j ,  Yj. in (11) for which ~ or ~ respectively arc 
merely balanced strings on Z. To reduce the size of the grammar let us 
consistently use this simplification; we would in this example have 
omitted BI~ : 
$ = {(B~)), B2~(B2~))} 
= {A --> (B~2a, A ~ B2~(B22a, A --~ (b(B~2), A ~ (bB2~(B~2), A --> (c(, 
Bx2 --> dA))(O, B2~ ~ ((B12))), B2~ --> (B~(B22))), B22 --~ Ae)}. 
The next step is to remove [A (1] which now is a "sink": 
$ = {(B12)), B21(B22))} 
6 ) = {A~ -+ B~a, A~ ~ B:~, A~ --~ B:~a, Aa~ --) b(B~), 
A~ --~ bB~(B~), A~ --~ c(, 
B.  ~ d(A~))(O, B.. ~ dA~I(A~))(O, B~ ~ d(A~))((), 
B~2 --~ d(A~))((), B~: --) d(A~))((), 
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B~I -~ ((B1,))), B,~ -~ (B,~(B.))), 
B~2 ---+ (A~2e), B22 ---> A~(A2~e), B22 --> (A32e), B22 -~ (A~.e), 
B22 ~ (A62e)}. 
Now we remove the vertices equivalent to [B(2I, namely [B1~(1] and 
[B~(1]: 
B~I(B~2~(B22~)), B21((B2~32)), B2~((B22a)), B2~((B2252))} 
5) = {A12 --~ B1211(0 a, AI~ --~ B1221(0 a, A12 --~ B1231(()a, A12 -~ B1241(()a, 
A12 --~ BI~(O a, 
A~I --~ Bn , 
Age -~ (B2212a, A22 -+ B2221(B2222a, A:~ ~ (B2~a, A:~ ~ (B2u~a, 
A2~ -~ (B~2a2a, 
A~ ~ b(Bx~_~(()), Aa2 --+ b(B~2~(O), Aa~ --~ b(B~2ai(()), 
Aa2 -~ b(B~a~(O), Aa  --> b(B~n(()), 
A4~ ~ bB2~((B::x~), bB~(B~(B~) ,  A~ ~ bU2~((B:~), 
A~ --+ bBn((B2~), A~ --+ bB:~((B22~2), 
A~ -~ c(, 
B1211 - ->  d(Ai~)), B~2~1 --~ dA:~(A:~)), B~:~ ---> d(A3~)), 
Bx~, -+ d(A~)), B~ --+ d(A~2)), 
B~ -~ ((B1~1(()))), B~, -~ ffB,~(()))) ,  B~ -~ ((B,~,(()))), 
B~ ~ ((BI~(()))), B~ ~ ((B~(()))), 
B~I --> (B~I((B:~))), B~I ~ (B~I(B~2~,(B:2:~))), B21 ~ (Bu((B~))), 
B:, ~ (B~((B=~))),  B~I -~  (B~((B~5~))), 
B~I~ --~ A~e), B~n --'* A~ , B~222 -+ A2~e), B~.~. ---+ A~e), 
B2242 ---0 A~e), B~252 ---+ As~e)/. 
It  is clear that the vertices equivalent to [A (2], namely [A~( 1], [A:~ (1], 
[Aa~(1], [A~(1], ~nd [A~:(1], may now be removed in the same fashion, 
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and we obtain a long, balanced grammar whose nonterminals are {Auu, 
A1~2~, A12~1, A1241, A1251, A21, A~21~., A~2~1, A2:2~, A22a2, A2u2, A22~, 
A3212, Aa2~2, A3232, A3u2, Aa252, A4m, A,212, A4221, A4222, A~31, A42~:, 
An41 , A42~2 , A~61, A4252 , Bin1, B1221, Bu~l , B1241 , B1251 , B21 , B221~, 
B2221, B2222, B2:32, B22~, B225~}. It can be shown that L(9) is a parenthesis 
language. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The construction i  the previous ection allows us to work with bal- 
anced grammars, but there obviously are grammars (e.g. those with no 
parentheses at all) which are balanced but. do not correspond to a lan- 
guage with bounded associates. 
The next result is the final link in the chain needed to characterize 
parenthesis languages: 
LEPTA 6. Let 9 = (~, V, 8, 5 )) be a balanced grammar for which L (9  ) 
is balanced and has bounded associates. Then it is possibl e to construct a 
parenthesis grammar ~' effectively from 9, where L ( ~') = L ( ~ ). 
Proof. As in the proof of theorem 3, we may assume ~ is not circular. 
Let us also add a new nontenrSnal symbol S, new productions S --* 
for all a ~ $, and change $ to {S}. The resulting equivalent grammar 9~ 
is balanced since L(9 ) and ~ are balanced. 
~'ow we can modify 91 by successively applying "transformation 1" 
of the previous ection, until we obtain a grammar 92 in Which the right- 
hand sides of nil productions have one of the forms 
0 or (0) 
where 0 ~ U*, i.e. 0 is a string with no parentheses. For example, the 
production 
A --~ a((Bc)d(e)f) 
can be replaced by the set 
A --~ aX 
X --~ (YdZf) 
Y ~ (Be) 
Z ~ (0 
where X,  Y, Z are new nonterminals. 
Now in 92 let us define the relation A < B for nonterminals A, B if 
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there exists a production A --+ c~B~ such that a, ~ are in U*. This relation 
generates a transitive completion relation A < ~= B as before. 
I t  is impossible to have A -( + A for any nonterminal A; for this would 
imply A --~+ (~A~ for some balanced strings a, ¢~ C ~*, and since g is 
not circular we would have a co ~ e and (as in the proof of theorem 3) 
L(~) would not have bounded associates. 
Therefore the relation < + is a partial ordering, and it is possible to 
arrange the nonterminals of 9~ into a sequence A1, A3, • •., A, such that 
A~ <+ Ak implies j < k. 
Let us add new nonterminals X1, X~, • .- , X~ to 92, add the productions 
A~ --~ Xi  for 1 _-< j =< n, and replace very production of the form Aj --+ 
(0) by the production X~. --+ (0). Finally let us remove the nonterminals 
A1, .. • , A~ as follows: Assume all A~ have been removed for k > j,  and 
apply "transformation 2" of the previous ection to A j ; this removes A ~. 
If this process is performed for j = n, . . .  , 2, 1, we clearly obtain a 
parenthesis grammar, since all productions not involving parentheses 
have been removed and no new ones have been created. 
As an example of the construction ia lemma 6, consider the grammar 
with Z = {(,), a, b}, V = ~ U {A, B}, g = {A(B), c}, 6 ) = {A --~ aBB, 
A -~ (A), B ~ e, B ~ (B)(Ab)}. The grammar ~1 is (Z, V1, $1,6~1) where 
V1 = V U {S}, $1 = IS}, 6)~ = (P 13 {S --+ A(B), S ~ c}. The grammar 
92 is (2~, V1 13 {C, D}, IS}, 6)2) where 
6)2 = {A --~ aBB, A ---. (A), B ----) e, B --+ CD, 
C-~ (B), D ~ (Ab), S ~ AC, S ~ c}. 
We have S < A < B -~ C, B < D. Adding new nonterminMs Xs ,  XA ,  
XB, Xc ,  X~,  these productions are changed to 
{A ~ XA ,B---+ Xs  , C---+ Xc ,D- -~ X , ,S - - -~  XB,  
A --~ aBB, XA ---+ (A), B --* e, B --~ CD, Xc  ~ (B), XD --~ (Ab), 
S ~ AC, S~c}.  
Eliminating D, C, and then B, and noting that XB, Xs are useless, we 
get 
{A --* XA, 
A ~ a, A ~ aXcXD,  A --~ aXcXDXvX~,  X,~ ~ (A), 
Xv  --~ O, Xc  ~ (XoXD), X ,  --+ (Ab), S --, AXe ,  S ~ c}. 
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Finally ehminate A and then S to get the parenthesis grammar 9' = 
{Z, V', 8', 5)'} where V' = Z U {X~, Xc ,  X~)}, 8' = {X~Xc,  aXe,  
aXcX~Xc , aXcXDXcXDXc , c}, 
5)' = {x~ -~ (z~) ,  x~ ~ (a), z~ ~ (aXcZo),  X~ ~ (aX¢Z~ZcXD),  
Xc --* O, Xc --~ (XeXD), XD --~ (X  ~b), XD --> (ab), 
X~) --~ (aXcXDb), X~) ---> (aXcXDXcXDb)}. 
THEOREM 4. A context-free language is a parenthesis language if and 
only if it is balanced and has bounded associates. I f  ~ = (Z, V, $, 6 )) is a 
context-free grammar, there is an effective algorithm which determines whether 
or not L (9)  is a parenthesis language; and if L (9  ) is a parenthesis lan- 
guage, a parenthesis grammar 9' = (~, Vr, $', 6)') can be effectively con- 
structed from 9. 
Proof. If ~ is a parenthesis grammar, L(9) is balanced and has bounded 
associates by lemma 3. Conversely if L(~) is balanced and has bounded 
associates, we may apply theorem 3 and then lemma 6 to construct an 
equivalent parenthesis grammar. 
To solve the stated decision problem, we can first decide if L(~) is 
balanced, using the method of theorem 1. If it is balanced, we may con- 
tinue by finding a completely qualified grammar as in lemma 5. Now 
the construction i  the proof of theorem 3 can be carried out unless the 
directed graph D defined there has oriented cycles; ~) can be effectively 
constructed and examined for cycles. If we get through the construction 
in theorem 3, we still cannot be sure that L(~) has bounded associates, 
but the construction i  the proof of lemma 6 can be carried out unless 
the relation A K + B is not a partial ordering; the latter condition is 
also equivalent to the existence of an oriented cycle in an appropriate 
directed graph (namely a directed graph with arcs from A to B if A 
B). Hence we have an algorithm which either constructs the desired 
grammar 9' or which determines that it would be impossible to do so. 
COROLLARY. If 9 -~- (Z, V, 8, 5)) i8 any context-free grammar and if 
9 ~ = ( Z ~, V ~, $~, 5)~) is a parenthesis grammar, there is an effective algorithm 
to decide if L (9)  = L(9~). 
Proof. First decide if L(9) is a parenthesis language; and if it is, find 
a parenthesis grammar ~,r equivalent to ~. Then use the procedure of 
McNaughton (1967) or the procedure described in the next section, to 
decide if L(~") = L(9'). 
Theorem 4 and its corollary can be extended to grammars in which 
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several kinds of parenthesis are used (e.g. both purenthesis and brack- 
ets), as in Ginsburg and Harrison (1967), where considerably more 
restrictive conditions are required. One may replace ach type of paren- 
thesis pair by two symbols (a and a) where a identifies the kind of pa- 
renthesis being used. It  follows that we can solve the three open problems 
stated by Ginsburg and Harrison (1967, p. 20) by considering all pos- 
sible choices for the parenthesis pairs, using rather simple arguments; 
details are omitted. 
The corollary to theorem 4 cannot be extended to the case that 9' is a 
balanced grammar, since even the superficially simple problem of decid- 
ing whether L(~) = T* is well-known to be recursively unsolvable (see 
Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir (1961)). It  follows also that we cannot 
extend the corollary to "one-sided" parenthesis grammars, since we 
cannot decide if L(~) equals L(({(, a, b}, [(, a, b, S}, {S}, {S --+ e, S --* 
(aS,  S~,---> (bS} ) ). 
5. BOOLEAN PROPERTIES OF PARENTHESIS LANGUAGES 
Now let us study the relationships satisfied by parenthesis languages 
with respect o set operations. I t is obvious from the definition that the 
set of parenthesis languages is closed under union and concatenation; 
for i f  we are given parenthesis grammars 9~ = (~, V~, 81, ~)  and 6~ -- 
(Z, V2, $2,6)~), where we may assume V1 - Z and V2 - Z are disjoint, 
then ~ = (~, V~ [J V2,81 (J $2, 6~i (J 6)2) and ~4 = (~, Vj U V2 , &82, 
5)1 tJ 6'2) generate L(~I) (J L(92) and L(~I )L (~2) ,  respectively. Much 
more is true: 
: T~EOI~EM 5. The set of parenthesis languages is closed under relative 
complementation. (Thus ,  i f  L I  and L2 are parenthesis languages, so is 
L1 -- L~ .) 
Proof. Let ~1 = (Z, V~, $1,6~) and ~2 -- (Z, V2, $2,6'2) be parenthe- 
sis grammars, and assume the nonterminal lphabets N1 = VI - Z and 
N2 = V2 - :Z  are disjoint. Let V be ~ plus the set of all pairs [A, 6~] 
where A is in NI and 6~ is a subset of N2. For any pair of strings 01, 02 
over (V1 0 VeU V)*, let 
02~02 
mean 01 and 02 are of the same length and agree at all terminals, i.e. 02 = 
xlx2 • • • x~and 02 = y~y2 • • • y~ where x~. = y~. whenever either x~. or y~ is in 
Z. 
Now define the set a "-- ~ for strings a E V*,/3 6 V2* as follows, when 
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a = x~ . . .x~ and ~ = yl "" "y,, : 
t {x l ' "xk - l [A , (g  U {yk}]Xk+l" ' 'x~l l  =< ]~ --5_ n and a - - "  ~ = x~ = [A, ~]}, if ~-~;  
This "difference" operation may be extended to sets as follows: 
{~l , . - - ,~m} - ~ = U(~j "-  ~) ,m>0;  
I <j<__m 
{~,  . . -  , ~,~} - "  {~,  - . .  , ~}  = ({~,  - . -  , ~,,~} "-  {~,  . . -  , ~n- ,} )  
--- ~ , ,  n__>l .  
I t  is not difficult to verify that  (a "- ~) --" -/ = (a -" ~) "- 5, so the 
definition of {al,  " '"  , a,,} --" {/31, • .- , ft,} does not depend on the order 
of thef l 's .  Fur thermore {ai ,  " '"  , a,,} -" {/~1, " '"  , ~} = Ul_<j<m (a j - "  
{5~, . - -  , 5~}). 
Let us now proceed to construct a grammar  ~ for L(~%) - -  L (~2) .  We 
define r (a)  = a for aC E, T(A)  = [A, ~] for A C N1, and 
r(xlx2 " . .  x , )  = r (x l ) r (x2)"  " r(x~) for xlx2 . . . x~ in VI*. This embeds 
VI* into V*. Now @ = (Z, V, ~, (~) where 
$ = r ($1)  ~" $2 ;  
¢ = [[A, tg] + 0 IO< r (p (A) )  =- p(®)}, 
wherep(A)  = {O [ A -÷ 0}, p((g) = {0 [ B~ O, someB ~ (g}. 
Let. -~ ,  -~2, -~ denote respectively the production relations in ~t ,  
~ ,  and ~. In  order to show that  L (9 )  = L(61) - L(~2), we will prove 
that  for every terminal  string 0 C E*, [A, (g] --~* 0 i f  and only if  A --~1" 0 
and B -~2" 0 for all B ~ (~. This fact is almost obvious, yet  it is almost 
impossible to explain in a few words; it is hoped that  the reader will see 
(after the long explanation which follows) why it is obvious. First 
assume [A, (g] ---~* 0. By  replacing all pairs [A ~, (g'] by A '  in this deriva- 
tion, we obtain a derivation A --h* O in ~.  Let this derivation 
be A --% ~ --~1" 0. Now since we have a parenthesis grammar,  ~ = 
(o~lA~o~A~ ""  o~A~a~+~) where/~ ~ 0 and a~a~ - . .  a~+~  T* and A~A~ 
• - • A~ ~ NI*; furthermore 0 - (a~0ia~0~ • • • a~O~a~+~) where Aj  -h*  0i,  
1 ~ j - £. Assume there is some B ~ 6~ such that  B -%* 0; then by  the 
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same reasoning B --~2 x = (alBla2B2 • .. atBkc~k+l) and Bj -->2" 0y, 1 =< 
j =< k. Similarly [A, (~] -+ ¢ -- (al[A1, (BI] . - - [Ak ,  (Bk]at+l) and 
[A j ,  5~j] --~* By, 1 < j < k. In particular ~ ~ X ~ ~, and by the con- 
struction of ~ we know that x C p((~) and ~ C r (p (A) )  "- p (~)  = 
U {r(¢) "- p(53) ] ¢ C p(A)}. Since A1, . . -  , At appear as the first 
components of the nonterminM symbols of ~, and the "-- operation does 
not affect hese components, we must have ~ C ~(~) -" p((~). Hence by 
the definition of r(~) -" p(~),  we must have B s E ~ for somej. But by 
induction on the length of derivation, [Aj, (~.] --~* 0y implies Bj +*2" G', 
and this is a contradiction. 
Conversely assume A --~1" 0, and B * -++2 0 for all B C (~. Then as above 
there is some ~ ff p(A)  having the form (alA1 " .  Atc~k+l), where A~ --~1" 
0y and 0 = (a1~i "'" Gat+l). Let p(~) = {xl, x2, "'" , X~} and consider 
the setSq = r(~) -" {xl, " "  ,xq},0  < q < r. I t  suffices to show by 
induction on q that there is some element ¢ C 5q such that # --~* 0, for 
then we have [A, ~] --~ # -~* O for some ¢ in 5~. The condition is obvious 
when q = 0 because ~1 is actually embedded in 9; i.e., ~ --+1" ~' certainly 
implies ~(~) --~* r(¢') .  When q > 0, suppose xq ~ ~; then 3q = 5q_~. If 
Xq ~ ~ then we know by hypothesis that xq = (alB1 • • • Brat+l) where 
By ~-~* e1 for some j. Take ~b ~ 5~-1 such that ¢, --+* 0; then if 
= (al[A~, (~] . . .  [At, ~]at+l)  the elemen~ b' obtained from ~ by 
replacing S jby  ((~y U {By} ) is in 3~. By induction on the length of deriva- 
tion, [A~, (~y U {By}] --+* G" so ~' --~* 0. 
To complete the proof that L(~) = L(91) -- L (~) ,  note .that the 
arguments just stated amount o a proof that a --~ 0 C ~* for some a in 
r ({~,  . . .  , ¢~}) -" {p~, . . .  , p~} if and only if there is some t =< m such 
that ~, -+1" 0, yet p~ -+~* 0 for 1 _-< s < n. Therefore the construction of 
$ leads to precisely the strings of L(91) -- L(~2). 
As an example of this construction, let 
T = {a, b, c, d}, V1 = {X, Y}, V~ = {A, B}, 
$1 = {aXY,  a}, $~ ={aAB,  aBB,  b}, 
~'I = {X ---> (YaX) ,  X -+ (b), 
Y ---+ (XcX) ,  Y ~ (d)}, 
{A --~ (BaA),  A --+ (b), 
B ~ (AcB), B --~ (BcA), 
B --~ (b), B ~ (d)}. 
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Using the notation IX] to stand for [X, O] and [X; B1, "." , B.] to stand 
for [X, {B1, ".. , B~}], we have the following grammar ~ for L(~I) - 
L(~2) : 
V = {[Xl, [X;AI, [X;B], [X;A,B], [Y], [Y;B]}, 
g -= {a[X;A,B][Y], a[X;A][Y;B], a[X;B][Y;B], a[X][Y;B], a}, 
(~ = /[X] --~ ([Y]a[X]), [X] --~ (b), 
[X;A] --+ ([Y;B]a[X]), IX;A] --~ ([Y]a[X;A]), 
[X;B] --~ ([Yla[X]), 
[X;A,B] --~ ([Y;B]a[X]), [X;A,B] ~ ([Y]a[X;A]), 
[Y] --~ ([Xlc[X]), [Y] ~ (d), 
[Y;B] ~ ([X;A]c[X]), [Y;B] -~ ([X]c[X;B]), 
[Y;B] --+ ([X;B]c[X]), [Y;B] --* ([X]c[X;A])}. 
The nonterminal symbols [Y;A] and [Y;A,B] are useless so they have 
been omitted. 
COROLLAnY 1. The set of parenthesis languages is closed under inter- 
~ection. 
Proof. L1 N L2 = L1 U L2 -- (((L1 U L2) - L~) U ((L1 U L2) -- L2)). 
Alternatively, it is possible to construct, L1 [)L2 in a natural way: If  
x~ . . -  x~ N Yl " '"  Yn, define xl - . .  x~ N yl " '"  y~ to be (xl N yl) " '"  
(x~ N y~) where a N a = a for a ~ Z; A /7 B = [A,B] for A E VI, 
B C V2. The details are straightforward. 
COnOLLAnY 2. I f  ~1 and ~2 are parenthesis grammars, there is an al- 
gorithm to decide if L(9I) = L(~2). 
Proof. The construction in the proof of theorem 5 yields grammars 
for L(~I) -- L(~2) and L (~)  - L (~) ,  and it is easy to tes~ if these 
languages are empty. (For typical languages, however, the construction 
of McNaughton (1967) may lead to a simpler way to test this special 
condition.) 
ConoL~nY 3. The complement of a parenthesis language is a context- 
free language. 
Proof. By theorem 4, every parenthesis language over Z is contained 
in some language P~ (Z) given by the grammar 
= v ,  
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v = ~ U/A} 
$ = {~I~C (TU{A})*  and I~l ~n/  
= {A ~(0)  10 E s} 
This grammar defines the set of all parenthesized formulas over Z with 
associates bounded by n. If L ~ P~(~), then ~*-L  = (2* - 
P~(~))  U (P~(Z) - L),  hence by theorem 5 it suffices to show ~* - 
P~(Z) is context-free. A gTammar for the latter is readily constructed, 
e.g. 
(~, ~ U 1A, B, C, X,  Z}, 1A)X, X(A,  B}, ~) 
where 6 ~ consists of the productions 
A ~ Y; A ~ Y(A)A; 
B --> Cn+IA; B ---> A(B)A 
C ~ Z; C --~ Y(A)A;  
X ~ e ;X~aX,  all a E :~; 
Y --> e; Y~aY,  all a E T; 
Z ~ a Y, all aE  T. 
Here L(A)  = [balanced strings}, L(B)  = [balanced strings with >n 
associates}, L(C) = L (A)  - e, L (X)  = Z*, L (Y )  = T*, L (Z)  = T +. 
COROLLA~C 4. I f  ~i is a context-free grammar and ~2 is a parenthesis 
grammar, there is an algorithm to decide whether or not L(~I) ~ L(~2). 
Proof. If L(~I) ~ L(~2) then L (~)  is balanced ~nd has bounded 
associates, o L (~)  must be a parenthesis language. Therefore we may 
test whether L (91) is a parenthesis language, and then whether L (~1) - 
L(~2) is empty. 
The related problem, whether L(~2) ~ L(~I), is unsolvable in general, 
is shown by the following construction. Let ~1, • • • , ~ ,  fl~, "" " , fl~ be 
nonempty strings on the alphabet [a, hi. Let L0 be the language over 
the alphabet {(, ), a, b, c~, . . .  , c~} derivable from S in the grammar 
S~ S), 
S (xjkjScJ~if a3" = x j l ' "x j~ j ,  1 < j =< n. 
Let L~ be the parenthesis language over the s~me alphabet derivab]e 
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from S in the grammar 
S } 
S -~ (x~:(x3"2 (xj~ i c~) J if ~i = xi: "'" xi~j, 1 < j < n. 
Clearly the Post correspondence problem for ~:, . . .  , ~ ,  ~:, .-- , ¢~, 
has a solution if and only if L0 I1 L2 ¢ ~. I t  is also easy to verify that 
L1, the complement of L0, is context-free. Therefore the Post corre- 
spondence problem has a solution if and only if L2 ~ L I .  
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